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Studio Luminaire (small), ceiling hung
on balanced pantograph.

Studio Luminaire (large) on telescopic stand, rotated
vertical and horizontal.

WILLARD STUDIO LUMINAIRES provide bright, colour corrected illumination. They
combine innovative design, quality materials and superlative workmanship to
produce an elegant and durable lighting system. Each one is hand made in our
own workshops.
There are two sizes: Large with 1200 mm (4 foot) tubes and Small with 600 mm
(2 foot) tubes. Each unit has six fluorescent tubes which are switchable in pairs to
adjust the level of illumination. Light output and spread is optimised with an efficient
reflector behind every tube and a colour coded grille at the front to prevent light spill.
The aluminium chassis has a rounded profile along all edges and at all corners for
handling, comfort and a handsome appearance. The corners are fully welded and
smoothly finished, so there are no sharp joints or grooves to catch objects, clothing,
fingers or hair. Luminaires are mounted in a yoke which allows rotation. At the mid
point of each yoke is another mounting which locates in the pantograph, stand, or
wall bracket. This also allows rotation to complement that of the yoke. Both
movements are lockable.
Studio Luminaires can be mounted in various ways:
 On a heavy duty stand with crank operated adjustable height, with or without
castors.
 On a spring balanced pantograph suspended from a fixed point on the ceiling.





On a pantograph on paired rails, with a unique Willard braking system to
prevent unintentional movement.
To a fixed point on the wall or ceiling.
With your own preferred system.

COMPACT LED & FLUORESCENT models are very effective alternatives which,
because of their lighter weight, are ideal for the smaller studio and the travelling
conservator.

Compact LED

Compact Fluorescent

The LED model is small and handy, but tough and with high brightness. 600 diodes
provide remarkable illumination with low power consumption; just 36W. Not only is
the lighting fully dimmable, but the colour temperature is also variable between 3,200
º
K to 5,600 ºK. A matching stand (castors optional) is available. All this in a unit which
weighs only 2 Kg, with dimensions of 340 mm x 380 mm x 78 mm. Stand height max
2.44 m (8 feet)
The Compact Fluorescent is fitted with reflective ‘barn doors’ for precise
concentration and cut off of the illuminated area. The dimmable tubes have a colour
temperature of 5,400 ºK. A stand is available (castors optional) as is a balanced
pantograph system for attachment to the ceiling. Luminaire dimensions: 600 mm x
500 mm x 50 mm, luminaire body weight 6.5 Kg, stand 2.5 Kg. Max stand height
approximately 2.4 m (8 feet).
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